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Address Crystal Clear 
2 Bergen Turnpike 
NJ 07660 Ridgefield Park

Country USA

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Export, Import of Tableware, Giftware

Crystal Clear Industries is one of the most important designers, manufacturers and marketers of crystal and glass artware in the world. Headquartered
in the United States, it is a global company with design development programs and projects constantly in process all over the world. Each one of
Crystal Clears´ products, from breathtaking chandeliers and lamps, to heirloom quality handcut vases and bowls, is the result of generations of
expertise in the design and workmanship of fine crystal. Crystal Clear pieces grace some of the finest homes in America and throughout the world.

All products for Crystal Clear and its various divisions are developed by our in-house Crystal Clear Design Studios. Our design and development
experts travel extensively throughout the year working with some of the finest crystal producing factories in the world. Crystal Clear has been
instrumental in working with its factories in the development of advanced technology and cleaner burning fuels resulting in exceptional crystal quality.
Crystal Clear´s mission has remained unchanged for over 50 years. We strive to create finely designed products of enduring quality while providing
unsurpassed service.
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